
PD-L1 INTERPRETATION PROBLEMS

1 Identify tumor area, exclude necrosis and desmoplasia
2 Ascertain the histological type, esp in combined tumors
3 Ascertain the cytological features (size, degree of atypia)
4 Separate TC from macrophages (IC) or other cell types
5 In TC, accurate evaluation of cases near 1 or 50% cutoff
6 In TC, how to determine intensity (refer to +ve control). 
And how to report different intensities in one tumor?
7 Border TC/stroma (with IC)  also for other tumor types
8 In IC, identify +ve cells, score intensity, (score extent?)
9 Macrophages part of IC: intratumoral groups easy vs 
single cells difficult DD from TC with mild atypia
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-Crucial use of H&E to begin with.
-The selection of representative block has no rules but to 
excluded ab initio heavy necrotic blocks.
-Blocks enriched in lymphocytes may be an option, but no 
specific rules exist on this.
-Mentally subtract necrotic and desmoplastic areas to end up 
with an idea of viable tumor cell area (denominator…. to 
indicate % of positive TC, if any).
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-Have clear idea on the expected structure of TC areas
-In combined tumors, relevant to know about lepidic growth
areas, to take apart from normal lung, or solid nests/laminae
to score appropriate components. 
-It seems that SqC laminae may more often include 1+ 
reactivity than ADC nests (generally 3+, if +ve)
-Nests of tumor clusters undergoing necrosis may contain
macrophages or dying cells that are are hard to score 
exclude?
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-Have clear idea of the expected TC size to score real TC
-Have clear idea of the extent of atypia in TC to score real TC
-
-
-
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-Even in case IC evaluation is not requested, TC score MUST 
take into account TC only …. Obvious but not so much!
-Macrophages are great mimickers
-Those in peritumoral alveolar spaces DO NOT count
-Those in central necrotic areas of the tumor DO NOT count
-Those in between TC or at the border TC/stroma DO.
-As a general rule, they are usually less intensely +ve (but
exceptions exist)
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-For 50% cutoff, a precise evalation is less straightforward and is
crucial to exclude necrotic or fibrotic areas. A low magnification
screening of TC areas may be useful to sum mainly +ve and mainly –
ve areas. Then keep in mind that apparently +ve areas may not be 
100% positive. Then the final % needs a downregulation.

-At first, evaluating the % of +ve TC seems safer, rather than giving
immediately the score.
-However, values around the cutoffs are always a problem (in any
model or IHC marker). 
-For 1% cutoff, it is critical to count +ve cells out of a known number
of TC. To exceed the 1% cutoff several +ve cells are needed……
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-Use intensity of +ve control as reference
-Cases with TC having different intensities can be reported based on 
the highest intensity. 
-In the absence of precise  rules, a separate evaluation of individual
intensities and corresponding % of +ve TC can be performed
-In combined histotypes, the overall score is produced with no 
separation of values in single histotypes
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-Often the most problematic area
-IC can infiltrate TC, with small LC among TC, or also macrophages
-The reverse generally is not the case (possibly as single cells)
-Compare intensities of TC and IC in sorrounding areas with that
of the +ve cells at the border

-This pattern is common also in melanoma and Merkel cell
carcinoma (the latter has small cells both as TC and IC)
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-First define at low power if +ve areas of IC exist
-Then score intensity 1,2,3 +
-The extent of reactivity is not requested and is in any case 
difficult to establish. It refers to intratumoral IC, only!!
-Some suggest cut off at 1-5-10%, using a general area 
occupied by IC (both LC & macrophages) as reference
-IC in necrotic or «necrotizing» areas are excluded
-»Inflammatory carcinomas» or SqC with abscess formation
contain many IC, mostly granulocytes  PDL1 in this setting
is difficult to evaluate and is of unknown significance
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-If grouped, are easier to identify. 
-If single cells, more difficult
-If at the center of necrotic nests, are easier to identify
-If at the border, more difficult (see point #7)
-If in peritumoral alveolar spaces, they do not count
-Some (acinar) ADC have intraluminal macrophages that can 
mimic esfoliated TC. 
-Often an ADC is TC- but has 3+ positive macrophages in the 
glands  be careful in the final TC scoring!!!
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10
A-Possibly rely on simple thoughts!!!
B-Count & re-count, score & re-score 
may not be the solution and is not
rewarding
C-So far no indication for PD-L1 
testing nor scoring official rules.
D-Then, take it easy!
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